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Cognitive Psychology

Lecture 3. Attention 2

Object-based attentionObject-based attention

Last week: Consequence of attention

• Attention modulates
– Conscious perception
– Explicit memory
– Neural activity

• It perhaps does not shut down the processing
of unattended information
– Sometimes, some things are noticed: own name
– Some unnoticed stimuli produce observable

effects: shock-associated GSR, visual illusion
– Some memory trace is left

Attention II

What does attention select, spatial
locations, or objects?

The Units of Attention
But what are the units of attentional selection?

Locations? Objects?

Source: Brian Scholl

Space-Based Attention
• Early Experiments

– Posner’s Precueing Paradigm

– Visual attention can be allocated to spatial
locations independently of eye-movements

Peripheral Cueing
Valid Cue

Task: press a key when a dot appears in
One of the boxes
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Peripheral Cueing
Invalid Cue

Central Cueing
valid cue

Central Cueing
invalid cue

Typical Findings
• RT “benefit” for targets at cued

location

• RT “cost” for targets at un-cued
locations
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• Attentional spotlight selects
locations

• Targets at cued locations are
“illuminated” ! faster
detection

•  Occurs without eye-
movements ! covert
orienting

Spatial selection

• So, I) visual attention = spotlight
– Enhancement
– Suppression

• It is to spatial locations which visual
attention is directed.

Two Orienting Mechanisms
• Exogenous (reflexive)

– Engaged by peripheral cues
– Fast (~ 100 ms)
– Occurs even with uninformative cues

• Endogenous (voluntary)
– Engaged by central cues (e.g., arrows)
– Slower (~ 300 ms)
– Occurs only with informative cues

+

left
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Posner’s study: Summary

• Attention can be allocated to spatial
locations
– Independent of overt eye movement

• Exogenous vs Endogenous orienting

Object-based attention

In some cases you can attend directly
to discrete objects, rather than to
spatial areas.

e.g., multiple object tracking [Show
Scholl’s demo]

Object-based attention evidence 1.1

Egly, Driver, & Rafal (1994)
Source: Brian Scholl

Task: detect a
Gray square

Valid cue

Egly, Driver, & Rafal (1994)
Source: Brian Scholl

Task: detect a
Gray square

75%

Invalid cue, same object

Egly, Driver, & Rafal (1994)
Source: Brian Scholl

12.5%

35ms slower!

Invalid cue, different objects

Egly, Driver, & Rafal (1994)
Source: Brian Scholl

12.5%

50ms slower!
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Results

A ‘Same Object Advantage’
Faster responding to invalid cues on the same object!

A Huge Validity Effect
Faster responding to valid cues

35ms slower

50ms slower

Object-based attention evidence 1.2
Duncan (1984)

Box: short or tall; has a gap to the left or right;
Line: dotted or dashed; tilted to the left or right

Demo trial #1
Attend to: Box’s gap (L/R) and line’s texture (dotted/dashed)

Demo trial #2
Attend to: Box’s gap (L/R) and box’s height (tall/short)

Dividing attention between two features is easier if the
two features belong to the same object

Object-based attention evidence 1.3

• Baylis & Driver (1993)

Bistable face-vase

Which vertices is higher (L/R)?
Condition 1: pay attention to the
white shape (1 object)
Condition 2: pay attention to the
black shapes (2 objects)

Performance better w/ 1 object

Object-based attention evidence # 2:
Neglect patients

Neuropsychological Origin
Lateralized parietal lesions . . .

The Basic Phenomenon
Patients fail to perceive or respond to certain
stimuli in their contralesional field!

Striking Practical Consequences
Patients fail to dress the left side of their body,
ignore food on the left side of their dinner plate, etc.
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Neglect

Neglect video (1)

Source: Gazzaniga

Neglect video (2)

Source: Gazzaniga

Source: Gazzaniga
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Object-based attention evidence #3.
Extinction

• Acute stage of right parietal damage: neglect
– Neglect objects on the left even when presented

alone

• As patients recover: Extinction
– Patients can judge stimuli presented on either side

quite well
– If presented with 2 simultaneous stimuli they fail

to notice one on the contralesional side.

Extinction: video

Source: Gazzaniga

Object-based neglect

• Right parietal patients asked to detect circles

Performance OK Performance bad Performance good

Extinction: Unconscious processing of features

Source: Gazzaniga

Attentional disruption affects conscious processing, with
unconscious processing of extinguished object preserved

So: Object-based attention

• Normal adults: object-based cueing
effect (Egly et al., 1994)

• Neglect patient: neglect not just left side
of space, but also left side of an object.

• Extinction: problem appears only when
an additional object is presented

• The neglected side receives unconscious
processing
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Very young infants know that:

• Things that  move together are part of the
same object. (cohesion)

• Hidden objects continue to exist
(permanence)

• Solid objects cannot pass through each other
(solidity)

• An object cannot move from one point to
another without passing through the points
between. (continuity)

Object-based attention evidence #4. 
Infants’ knowledge of objects

1. Cohesion assumption: Kellman  & Spelke, 1983

Infant is shown:

Habituation technique

(a) stationary

Lo
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habituation

(b) Moving together behind the occluder
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habituation

What does s/he see?

or

continuous
broken

broken

continuous

Cohesion

• So: Infants “complete” an object behind
an occluder only if the 2 visible parts of
the object move together. Similarity in
color & shape makes no difference.

• => things that move together are part of
the same object.

Cohesion

Source: Brian Scholl

2. Permanence and solidity

Habituation event

Test event: possible event

Piaget: infants do not have object
permanence.

Baillargeon: Not true. “draw bridge”
study

Results:
4-5 month old infants look longer at

the
Impossible event than the possible

event

So: 4-5 month olds know that:
i) Objects continue to exist when they
Are out of sight
ii) Solid objects cannot pass through
each other

Test event: impossible event

3. Continuity (Spelke, 1991)

continuous

discontinous

One object

Two objects

Habituation

So: Young infants respect the continuity constraint:
An object cannot move b/w 2 points w/o passing
Through the space between.
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Very young infants know that:

• Things that  move together are part of the same object. -
-- cohesion

• Hidden objects continue to exist --- permanence
• Solid objects cannot pass through each other --- solidity
• An object cannot move from one point to another

without passing through the points between. ---
continuity

• >> “Core knowledge”

Evidence for object-based
attention

• Experimental Psychology
Spatial Cueing

Neglect, extinction

• Neuropsychology

• Developmental Psychology

Homework

• 1. Neat vision demonstrations (Brian Scholl)
– http://pantheon.yale.edu/~bs265/bjs-

demos.html
• 2. Outside reading

– Scholl (2001). (no written homework)

Some facts about the brain

• The brain has 2
hemispheres:
divided by a
longitudinal
fissure

Fact 2 about the brain

• From the side
view, the
brain looks
like a glove:
the temporal
lobe is the
thumb

Fact 3 about the brain

• The auditory
cortex is near
where the ears are;
the olfactory bulb
is near where the
nose is; but the
visual cortex is as
far away from the
eyes as possible

Auditory

visual
olfactory
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Fact 4

• The face-selective
fusiform gyrus is in
the “inferior
temporal cortex”

• The motion-
sensitive MT area is
in the middle
temporal lobe

Facts about the brain

• Scientists
divide it into
4 lobes

Facts about the brain

• The parietal
cortex is
important for:
– Spatial attention

• Unilateral
parietal damage:
neglect

Facts about the brain

• Somatosensory
cortex is in the
parietal lobe

• Stimulation
leads to a
tingling sense

More facts about the brain

• Different parts of
the
somatosensory
cortex map to
different regions
of the body

Somatosensory Homunculus
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Interspecies variation
• Somatosensory Homunculous


